YOUR FAMILY SESSION
In-Home Session

INSIDE
We can start our time together inside, possibly
finishing getting ready. Indoors, we will focus on
close familial relations, stacking faces and bodies,
relying on portraiture to tell the story of your
family.
I like to sometimes incorporate mom and dad’s
clothes, sweaters, shoes and accessories to add a bit
of flare to the images.
Unique and playful posing will help focus on the
individual personalities in your crew.

< INSIDE LOCATIONS
Bedrooms, doorways, hallways, stairwell, porch,
office chairs, louge set, kitchen table (set with food/
leftover breakfast), tucked in clothing or blankets,
peeking out from private spaces.

BOOKS >
As a family that loves to read, I know the many
ways and places I usually end up pretzeling in to
a deep reading state. We can focus on cudlles and
window bays and cozy spots to snuggle up with
books.

DANCING
I love the idea of dancing and how families can be playful
together. We can put on our favourite songs or silly songs
and maybe even bust out some instruments and dance
around. This should feel playful and free.
This is a great time for custume play!

OUTDOORS
When we transition our play outside, we can expand our bodies and
movement. Hugging trees, laying in the grass, swinging from trees and
on tree swings--bodies can stay close--crossing paths and creating visual
interest--exploring holding hands, pulling on each other, bending down,
scooping up, hanging from fences or bending over backwards.
Aspects of dynamic dimension will help set apart the familial dynamics
within your unit--playful, intimate, cozy, safe, quiet, known, wild.
This is another time that I like to use fruit or flowers and other found
“props” around the house, including: mom and dad hats, water buckets,
oversized tees or sweaters, and bare feet. Pillow fight? Should we cut up a
pillow and let the feathers fly, or turn on the watering hose?
We will capture mostly each other at play and in candid moments-vingetting siblings, single parent-child relationships, as well as parents
together while the kids entertain themselves.

SWINGING
Spend a few minutes
playing on the tree swing

OUTDOOR STYLING
We expect wind to blow, hands to get dirty, and
hair to fly. Sometimes more casual hairdos or
playsuits/play attire can add to the simplicity of the
outdoors and allow the relationships and story to
unfold more authentically. Don’t be afraid to also
contrast the simplicity of the outdoors with a dress
or attire that would show movement or enhace
your play.

BIKES
Pull out the bikes, load
multiple poeple on them,
ride around driveway and

